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Investment
Overview

Price: 
$3,001,965

Address: 
5965 West Ray Road

Chandler, AZ

Cap Rate: 
5.75%

Brand new construction in

booming Arizona

20-year lease with 3 and 5 year

options

NNN lease

In a large shopping center and

near a signalized intersection

Fantastic population numbers in

surrounding area
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Demographics
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Population (1 mile  |  3 Miles  |  5 Miles)
 
1990:  5,219  |  44,894  |  156,199
2000:  13,497  |  85,249  |  232,725
2010:  12,631  |  84,363  |  228,364
Current:  14,277  |  95,630  |  258,829
5 Yr. Forecast:  15,028  |  100,666  |  272,479
Growth (Current Yr./Previous Yr.):  12.63%  |  13.22%  |  13.29%

2018 Average 
Household Income

1 mile: $121,641
3 miles: $99,027
5 miles: $91,753

Population and Income



Aerial View
w/ Traffic
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Over 31,000 automobiles per day



Road view w/
retail and traffic
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Strong retail density on same street



Bird's Eye
View
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Near a signalized intersection



Get to know us
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877-233-3331

3-Properties.com

@3_properties

/3-properties

3 Properties provides the highest level of streamlined performance

at lower cost due to drastically reduced firm expenses. When

performance and cost-effectiveness are combined, all parties

benefit enough for the market to embrace a drastically new net

lease brokerage business model. To say that 3 Properties is

disrupting the industry is an understatement.

This Offering Memorandum (“OM”) is provided by 3 Properties LLC (“3P”), solely for your consideration of the opportunity to acquire the commercial property
described herein (the “Property”). This OM is considered confidential and should not be forwarded without prior consent by 3P. This OM may be used only as
stated herein and shall not be used for any other purpose, or in any other manner, without prior authorization or consent of 3P. This OM does not constitute or
pertain to an offer of a security or an offer of any investment contract. This OM contains descriptive materials, financial information and other data compiled by
3P for the convenience of parties who may be interested in the Property. Such information may not all be inclusive and is not represented to include all
information that may be material to an evaluation of the acquisition opportunity presented. 3P has not independently verified any of the information contained
herein and makes no representations or warranties of any kind concerning the accuracy or completeness thereof. An interested party must conduct its own
independent investigation and verification of any information the party deems material to consideration of the opportunity, or otherwise appropriate, without
reliance upon 3P.


